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Abstract. This paper presents a novel interaction technique called Follow my Finger (FmF) for navigation in 3D virtual environments using a 2D interactive view on a table-top device. FmF consists in moving a camera icon that represents the 2D subjective position and orientation of a viewpoint in the 3D world. Planar, tactile, and direct manipulation of the camera icon facilitates navigation in the 3D environment. From the user’s perspective the camera icon follows her/his finger trajectory to interactively modify the horizontal location, inclination, and orientation of the 3D point of view. Keywords: Table-top, navigation, interaction technique, 3D environments.



1 Introduction Navigation techniques in 3D virtual environments have been developed for decades but each present advantages and drawbacks. A mouse and/or a keyboard are often used for navigation tasks in desktop 3D environments such as video games or computer-aided design applications. The use of these input devices seems less intuitive but faster and more accurate than direct touch of table-top devices [1]. This article studies the combination of 3D and 2D visualization and a corresponding interaction technique that facilitates intuitive navigation in virtual worlds through direct touch interactions (see Fig. 1).



Fig. 1. FmF navigation. Bottom: The user’s finger control of the camera icon. Top: The corresponding 3D view at 3 camera key positions and orientations.



2 Setup Description The new interaction technique introduced in this article has been developed in a more complete framework for the combination of 2D and 3D interaction named Management Cabin (MC). MC is an architecture for multimodal interaction in 3D virtual worlds. It is made of a 2D interactive horizontal view of a virtual scene projected on a table-top device and a 3D view of the same scene presented vertically close to the table-top device in front of the user (see Fig. 2 left). A camera icon is displayed in the 2D table-top view and represents the point of view (POV) position and orientation in the 3D view. The figure 2 illustrates a user interacting through the table-top device and looking at the 3D view presented in front of her/him. The MC software architecture is based on three components (see Fig. 2 right) that manage complementarity, consistency, and concurrency between the two interfaces (2D and 3D view and interaction). The central component controls the communication between the 2D and the 3D components.
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Fig. 2. Left: A user interacting with the 2D table-top view. Middle: The vertical screen in front of the user with the 3D view. Right: The software components and their connections to the input and output devices in MC.



3 Follow my Finger Navigation Technique FmF Interaction Technique Description. At the 2D only level, the FmF navigation technique is similar to the Rotate’N Translate (RNT) interaction technique [2]. In RNT, window or 2D object orientation is automatically linked to the trajectory of interaction. In 3D, orientation can be automatically linked to the relative position of the camera and a virtual object like in HooverCam [3]. In FmF and RNT, orientation is deduced from the trajectory of the drag and drop. RNT is used directly for window manipulation while FmF uses a 2D camera icon linked to a 3D point of view for 3D navigation (like the HooverCam). FmF allows a user to select a camera icon with her/his finger and, while dragging the icon on the table, the camera



orientation follows the trajectory. This technique controls both 2D rotation and 2D translation transformations of the 3D viewpoint. However translations and rotations can-not be performed separately. Planar and direct manipulations of the camera icon allow easy and intuitive navigation in a 3D virtual environment. Moreover, simultaneous rotation and translation offer fast navigation task accomplishment when compared with interaction techniques that alternate translation and rotation tasks. A convincing example to illustrate these advantages is to consider a user navigating in a 3D scene that contains three objects of interest (see Fig. 1) in which she/he wants to visualize different key POVs in the 3D view. The effect of the FmF interaction technique on the 3D navigation is a fluid and coherent navigation. Moreover, it allows a 2D direct manipulation of the 3D POV. RNT applied to 3D navigation does not cover the full range of possible degrees of freedom (DoF): vertical translation, pitch and roll are not covered. Among the three missing DoFs, the pitch is the most important for walk through navigation. Based on our observations, pitch and orientation seem related to trajectory features: while running fast we tend to look downward and looking upward is related to back movements. We have transposed these observations to FmF to control inclination of the viewpoint through fast or slow motions along the trajectory (forward=looking down and backward=looking up). To allow backward motions, we disable orientation linking to the trajectory for very sharp rotation angles (±60° around the opposite direction to trajectory). To better match walk through navigation, we apply a threshold to the pitch angle to fit human neck capabilities (±60° around horizontal). We manually adapted the pitch angle to the navigation speed according to table size and resolution. The pitch angle is modified linearly with respect to speed when navigating in the trajectory direction. We choose not to apply this linearity between pitch angle and speed to backward navigation to avoid users’ dizziness. Therefore, pitch angle goes from 0° to the maximum threshold and stays fix during backward navigation. At last, two possibilities exist at finger release: the last pitch angle is preserved or it is put back to the relaxed angle (0°) with or without animation.



Multiple Cameras. Several camera icons can be displayed in the 2D view. Fingerbased manipulation allows fast and easy POV change. In the case of one vertical display, only one camera, which represents the POV of the current 3D view, can be active. The POV change is made by choosing a button on the selected camera that will activate it. The button use allows an “offline” POV positioning and orientation (without inclination) by manipulating an inactive camera icon. The 3D POV is automatically moved to the new position that corresponds to the new current camera position and orientation in the 3D scene. Multiple camera representations facilitate fast and easy POV modifications in scenes with multiple canonical views. For example a given POV might be important for a user who also wishes to explore other POVs in the virtual scene (e.g. in figure 1 the user wants to easily return to the POV in front of the sphere); In this case the user adds a new camera icon and navigates using this camera and return to the selected view through just one click. The use of multiple camera icons helps to overcome the lack of lateral translation in FmF.



Translated and Hybrid Interaction Techniques. In addition to FmF, we have implemented two other interaction techniques: the translated and the hybrid interaction techniques. The translated navigation technique allows the translation of the 3D POV horizontally through direct manipulation of the camera icon on the 2D view with user’s finger. For rotation tasks, a widget is presented to the user next to the camera icon. The direct selection and manipulation of this widget leads to the 3D POV rotation. In comparison with the FmF technique, the translated technique allows separate and not simultaneous rotation and translation of the 3D POV. Moreover, the inclination is not managed in the translated technique. The hybrid interaction technique combines both, translated and FmF, interaction techniques and offers the user the possibility to choose easily between both. Inspired by [2, 4], we divide the selection area of the camera icon into two parts. The front selection area of the camera icon corresponds to the FmF interaction technique whereas the back selection area corresponds to the translated navigation mode. This interaction technique allows simultaneous as well as separate 3D POV rotation and translation. The drawback is the toggle between two interaction techniques that could disorient users.
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Discussion and Conclusion



We have implemented FmF in MC and used it to navigate in a small, two floors house model. The resulting interaction technique matches our expectations and the four DoFs are seamlessly integrated. However the parameters must be adjusted with end users and a user experiment must be conducted to study the assimilation of the four DoFs. FmF should also be compared to other navigation techniques that allow four DoFs. At last, we foresee how our extension to RNT [2] can also be applied to TNT [4] and provide a new family of very intuitive 3D navigation techniques by using the physical finger orientation.
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